COMPANY
INTRODUCTION

"Creative & Challenge"
Dongwon always strives to challenge and create new things. We are already loved by
developing the world's first combi fabrics and we are constantly striving to become a
leading company by continuously developing various products.

"Top of the World"
We will always grow to be the world's best company by realizing customer satisfaction
with the best products and services with the aim of always being the best.

"Growing Together"
We will strive to become a company that grows and develops with customers by
constantly thinking about customers and constantly striving to become a company that
pursues customer value creation, rich life and happiness.

Foundation

2011-13
year

•Dong won Tex Co.LTD
Established

▶

Foundation Furtherance

Glowth Stage

2014-15
year

▶

2016
year

Infrastructure improvement

▶

2017
year

Growth Basis

Recerved
2018-19
year

•Dong Jin estabished

•made team for oversea Market •Developed Oversea Market

•5million export Award

•3 Finish Machines

•Added Sales Members in

•Received Exportation Award

•86 Weaving Machines

•Made R & D team

•Received Venture

•ISO9001/14001

Business Corfimation

▶

Received

•group maintenance

Domestic Market.
•Operated one-stop System
(Weaving, Finishing, Inspection
System)
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Elegance
Combi

Foam Blackout Roll

Net
Combi

Pleated

Roll Screen

A roll black out Fabric makes an interior
atmosphere look luxurious and elegant
and generates a bright Feeling.

Evolution from a culture that covers light
to a culture that enjoys light!
It is a magnificent work of mobilization
that suggests the interior space
more modern and elegant under the
theme of light and space.

Fresh colors used on the front side create
a rich and lively atmosphere while Fabrics
block 100% light white colors on the
back side give a sense of harmony when
viewed from the outside.

This product combines only the
advantages of roll screen and blinds,
and a new concept blind that allows two
layers of fabric to cross each other for
privacy protection and light control !

Pleats offers an excellent contrast to the
vane color and provides a light and bright
modern feeling without splashing too
much.

The fabric can be rolled up and down on
the roll up and down to adjust the light
and block the view. Roll screens are not
sensitive to fashion and durable fabrics.

FEEL THE DIFFERENCE
The gap in width between vane part
and sheer part, which are enhances the
efficiency rate of blocking light. Besides,
the product knitted with one-tone dope
dyed yarn offers a modern and elegant
image.

